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To improve the significance of the signal,
stringent cuts are applied to suppress top quark
backgrounds	

Question:

Does one-shell top production give a
reasonable estimation of the top induced
backgrounds under these stringent cuts
that have been designed to remove top
quark contributions?	

Important not only for Higgs production, but
for any process for which top quarks are a
background
Rikkert Frederix
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Jets are defined with
anti-kT, ET >30 GeV,
R = 0.5, |η(j)| < 4.7	

|Δ(φll)| < 1.8
m(l+l-) < 50 GeV
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process. The calculation includes all the interference effects between the various contributions, as well as all oﬀshell eﬀects. In the 4F scheme the b quarks are treated
as massive particles, the running of the strong coupling
is performed with four flavours and a 4F PDF set should
+ν µ
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Computed in the five flavour scheme by 2 groups about 4 years
corrections have been included without resorting to any
ago
approximations.
Denner
et al. arXiv:1012.3975, Bevilacqua et al. arXiv:1012.4230

WbWb @ NLO
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and recently by a 3rd group: Heinrich et al. arXiv:1312.6659
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How large are the effects?

by terms of O( t /mt ) for inclusive observables. Indeed,
similar
small-size
CERN Graphic
Charter:
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Figure 5: Invariant mass distribution for the reconstructed top quark, M (W + ,
+

Jet-veto
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How about background to H->WW in the 1-jet bin?	

These existing calculations cannot be used: in the 5 FS the b
quark mass is neglected, which means that one need at least 2
b-jets to make the calculation finite.	

Need to do the same calculation with massive b quarks.
I.e. a 4 flavour scheme calculation

Rikkert Frederix
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4 Flavour scheme
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Use MadGraph5 for LO and steering	

MadFKS for factoring out Infrared
singularities	

MadLoop for the virtual corrections	


MadLoop

aMC@NLO for matching to the
parton shower (not used for the results
presented here)

aMC@NLO

http://amcatnlo.cern.ch
Rikkert Frederix

For NLO WbWb in the 4FS, there is an
independent calculation by Cascioli et al.
arXiv:1312.0546
8
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treatment of the widths of heavy resonances. The implementation of the various contributions in the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO program is done in a completely
process-independent way and allows for complete automation of the calculation with extensively
tested algoCERN Graphic Charter:
rithms, which minimises the possibility of computational
errors.
Denner, Dittmaier, Kallweit, Pozzorini arXiv: 1207.5018
RF arXiv: 1311.4893
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Figure
16: Invariant-mass
distribution of the top quark, Mt = Mνe e+ b , with standard cuts
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for the LHC at
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FIG. 2: 2Top quark invariant mass computed by taking the
Exactly the same input parameters and
cuts as
Denner
et al. electron-neutrino
arXiv:1207.5018	
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the top quark, Mt = Mνe e+ b , with standard cutsscheme FwW
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pT(l1)>25 GeV
pT(l2)>15 GeV
|η(l)| < 2.4
m(l+l-) > 10 GeV
METrel > 30 GeV	

Require one jets,
defined with anti-kT,
ET >30 GeV, R = 0.5,
|η(j)| < 4.7	

|Δ(φll)| < 1.8
m(l+l-) < 50 GeV
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FIG. 4: Azimuthal separation of the charged leptons for the
pp → e+ νe µ− ν̄µ bb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass |∆φll | < 1.8.
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With these Higgs search cuts, the full WbWb consists roughly of	

ttbar ~ 80%, Wt ~ 20 %, WW ~ 1%	

The interference effects are smaller than the NLO corrections:
no flat K-factor	

Could have an impact on extrapolating data from control
regions to signal regions.

[The region with mll>80 GeV is used as a control sample in the Atlas analysis]	


Differences are all within the NLO scale uncertainties, which
are rather large
[It’s not so much the jet-veto alone the enhances the scale uncertainties, but
rather all the cuts combined]

Rikkert Frederix
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Matching to the parton
shower
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To make the NLO WbWb corrections really useful for
experimentalists, and to assess their impact on the Higgs search,
matching to the parton shower is a must	


This is an output file created in Illustrator CS3

In particular for a better description/definition of b-flavoured jets	

To generate (unweighted) events that can be matched to a parton
shower there are a couple of issues that need to be understood	

Double counting with radiation from the top quark: no MC counter
terms are included for these, while the shower will generate
radiation from the top quarks	

Phase-space integration is too inefficient to generate unweighted
events in a reasonable amount of time: our FKS mapping from
events to counter-events does not leave the top quark invariant mass
fixed
Rikkert Frederix
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Conclusions
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e+νeµ-vµbb

NLO to the full pp ->
with massive b-quarks is possible with
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO; matching to the parton shower is not	
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The NLO corrections might have an impact on the H->WW search,
although without matching to the parton shower its difficult to quantify this	

This calculation makes the separation between Wt and ttbar no longer
needed: both are part of the same process	

Things like |Vtb| extraction from Wt production should not be pursued…	

WbWb also includes some contributions to WW production. One needs to
explicitly remove double counting between WbWb and WW production
with a b pair produced by the shower	

Top width measurement (assuming on-shell W-bosons)? using the method
by Fabrizio [Caola & Melnikov arXiv:1307.4935] that is already used for the Higgs
Rikkert Frederix
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